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About This Content

Experience a deeper, more engaging version of the hit roguelike!

Having sold over 200,000 units worldwide, this cult classic is back and bigger than ever, with new shortcuts, a fast forward
function, automatic positioning, as well as an enemy/NPC encounter triggered pause feature, making the game more convenient

to play, while major balance changes have also been implemented for a more compelling gameplay experience.

Featuring Three New Classes!

A character that combines the strength of a Knight and the intellect and versatility of a Force User.
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Wielding a sword and the power of the Force, the Force Knight is an all-around well balanced class.

A character with high agility and powerful attack abilities.
Ninjas can dish out incredible burst DPS and move at amazing speeds, but all at the cost of their own life.

A seemingly pathetic class that comes armed with a camera, a travel journal, and awful stats.
It may be difficult, but if you manage to complete your travel journal... a special ending will definitely be waiting for you!

A Whole Bunch More Items, Skills, and NPCs!
More than 260 items in total!

Around 30 new skills and force powers!
Over 230 types of new NPCs!

And much, much more new content!

UI Updates!

Keyboard Shortcuts: Frequently-used items and skills can be assigned to numeric hotkeys for easy access

New Treasure and Monster location indicators for easier navigation

Easy-to-view Experience Bar, and Stat sheet windows

Overall improved visuals and item appearance

Earn Dimensional Gold Coins and Build Up Your Castle!
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Collect enough rare Dimensional Gold Coins to upgrade your castle or use them to invite new residents into your castle who will
open new story arcs or affect gameplay mechanics. You’ll be able to undertake quests that will unlock new classes by inviting

new residents into your castle.
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Pros:
-Well conceived storyline in a compelling setting.
-Good balance of different types of puzzles.
-Excellent scene art.
-Allows for custom difficulty settings.
-Most of the voice acting doesn't immediately make you want to hit mute.
-Great if you're looking for a visually appealing 5-6 hours of relaxed, easily achievable gameplay and entertainment.
-Definitely one of the better titles by this developer.

Cons:
-Main character's voice acting is fairly wooden and just really awkward at points.
-Script is ...okay-ish?
-Rather abrupt ending that, while not bad, feels a little flat.
-Whole story basically takes place of three loactions. Not the only HO game to do this, but in this case it made the world
building and game feel a little limited (mostly offset by how scene/puzzle rich these areas are).. Better and more addicting than
hearthstone. Cute graphics and relaxing sounds. 9/10. Get the trilogy!!! Again more of the same Alien Breed action.. if youre
gonna watch a movie, dont do it on steam, it has the quality of a DVD thats been put in a blender, it stopped every 5 minutes and
in sometimes wouldnt start back up and i had to close and resum the movie.. Honestly don't bother with it, any newish Windows
OS will pull the latest working drivers on an update or by the manufacturers app.

It keeps telling me newer drivers are available for a £250 Asus motherboard that are outdated by the ones already installed.

But don't forget you can pay them money to get the pro version!!! With more wrong results no doubt.

IOBit software seems to turn up more in virus logs than anything else, and is intrusive to say the least, pop-up windows that
force themselves to stay in front.

Happend during numerous games I've been playing the bloody thing just pops up.. i buy it and its not working. If you like
management/rougelike/JRPG games, buy this. It's already worth the money in it's alpha state.. Good for leaving on all night and
telling your friends it's a really good game. Then laughing when they buy it.
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Played for a bit and so far I've had no major issues. Can set graphics to my max setting in the menu, English right from the start,
game runs smooth and in normal speed for me with a pretty low end PC in this point in time. So far I think it's a decent game
with potential. But price tag, probably should have been a little lower for what you get out of the box. With a few patches and
added stuff, it can be a a good game.

Haven't learned all the stuff yet. But from my limited time playing a couple of games and doing some training. My biggest
issues with this game is the movement of your player. Now I played a career game with a new player and with Federer.
Sometimes it feels like your character is rooted to the ground and he won't move much at all, causing you to not get to the ball in
time. Other times it seems pre decided that he just won't get to the ball...even though he clearly could have reached it but opted
not to even try despite smashing the buttons on the controller!

Which brings me to my 2nd negative point so far. Shots...I wish I as a player would control the shot 100%. Instead the character
winds up for the shot for you and you just set the power and direction. Sometimes I also feel like my character makes a
different shot selection then I wanted. Slice instead of normal and so on.

Apart from that. It's been alright so far for me. Crowd reaction could do some work as well. But it feels like I will likely spend
some time playing around in this game! I do recommend you to try it, but in all fairness...should probably wait for a sale and
some more patchwork to be done before purchase.. Love this game. The puzzle of figuring out teh right supply routs to
maximize profits = Win!. I'm impressed so far, but it is quite difficult.. keeping in mind that this product IS in early access still
and things may have changed a lot when you read this. with that out of the way, what do i think of unbound? well... i like it. that
being said its rather sparse feature wise as of now but if the developers keep going the way they are and continue supporting the
program then i can see it holding its own in the budding VR modeling\/sculpting market.

an important thing to note here is that this ISNT a game, its a tool. Tools are meant to do a job and given the neich this fits into
it currently dosen't have much contest in my opinion.

so, should you get this? to awnser that you need to ask yourself 2 other questions first:
1) am i a sculpter? do i enjoy the process of sculpting, frustration and all?
2) am i interested in digital are but find working with a 2D screen unintuitive?

if your answer is yes to both then this program might work for you. that being said, always do your reaserch first to make sure
this program is what you are after.. Hacker Evolution: Untold
This game has a good story and I love the integration of terminal commands.
It definately isn't in the same class as Uplink but there really isn't anything out that is. Hacking Simulation is a very underutilized
genre. But if you've already played through Uplink and are liking for a good second choice this is it.. Not even sure what genre
this game really even is categorized as (rogue-like auto pausing dungeon crawler??) but its AWESOME!

My first time playing anything like this and its a really enjoyable. I can't wait to dive into it further. :). 
https://youtu.be/LoLJEFYZkHs

10/10 Has restored my faith in devs using unity!
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